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I am going to say some frank, obvious things about "coronavirus"

I can, with only words, prove it was a staged event that was planned and executed.

Here's how:

When all of this started, they "knew" it was a new virus when there were only a few cases. This proves without question it was planned. Here we had a virus that mimicked the flu (which you NEVER get tested to prove what it is) and they KNEW, with only a very few people infected, that it was something new. That's impossible. Here is how a real, not pre planned scenario would play out:

Suddenly, and without warning, 5,000 people would drop dead in a few days and it would be obvious it was not a normal flu. Prior to that, people would be dropping dead, but they'd just call it the flu, which causes pneumonia and all the other COV symptoms on occasion. Doctors would be clueless they were dealing with something other than the flu until there was a spike in deaths, at least four figures PER DAY, before they would know they had something unique on their hands. At this point, testing would start, they'd discover it was something new, and the very first announcement would be "there's a new virus out there killing people in droves, and 500,000 are infected. We have a pandemic on our hands"

Folks, it would not be possible for it to go any other way if it was not planned. To know this in the first few people the entire thing has to be either entirely fake, or set up and monitored, with the first cases being pointed out by those who were involved in launching it to begin with.

PROOF: THE VAPING DEATHS. Doctors did not know what they were dealing with, they just figured it was E-cigarettes and blamed them, when even their own headlines were saying they were not sure. They then blamed it on bad manufacturing but never pinned anything down decisively, because e-cigarettes were not the problem. This is what would be expected if doctors were ambushed by something new. They did not even have tests widely available for coronavirus at first, how on earth did they know how to check for that in China? The only answer is someone launched it there. And it could have been foreigners, or Chinese citizen agents paid by foreigners. Those who "discovered" it are the prime suspects.
If anyone Chinese did launch this virus, they did not do so at the discretion of the Chinese government. This is proven by the E-cigarette scam, that lined up perfectly with the closure of Ft. Detrick, which the Chicoms do not have the keys to.

The only way it was known about when there were single and double digit cases is because they blabbered on their own disease launch, appearing to be "surprised". It has to be this way, because like I said at first, with so few cases there would not have been testing because doctors would not have been suspicious of anything.

**The agenda:** To get the world as sick as possible, with a fatal yet total "weak sauce" virus that can be killed by damn near anything, and then make effective treatments illegal as they are discovered.

Yes, it appears in this case that they did indeed launch a real virus, but it can be killed by a malaria cure that is practically free and available globally. PERFECT, if the "wrong people" get sick, they can fix it with ease. They had backup plans also, just in case, and one of them was vitamin C, which kills it easily also. TOO EASILY. Stupid hoax "they made it that way on purpose" easy. And what did they say? Don't take vitamin C. Additionally, magnesium and vitamin D wipe it out. **RIDICULOUS:** MEXICAN REFRIED BEANS EATEN DAILY AS A STAPLE WILL CURTAIL THE DAMN THING ENOUGH TO GIVE SOME PEOPLE A CHANCE. It's ridiculously susceptible to being killed. But it loves rice and pork, eat THAT and you're toast. Walnuts will do you in even faster. All of this was linked out here in earlier reports. This is the only virus I have ever seen that you can eat your way to doom with, or eat your way to safety with, obviously to make damn good and sure NO ONE who is not supposed to die does. And what do they do when people find a cure? Make the cure illegal.

So what we have now is an obvious staged hoax with a paper doll virus that actually can carry a knife, but can be burned to ashes on a whim, IF you know the secrets. And what are they doing with this virus? Installing a totalitarian government EVERYWHERE, in ALL NATIONS, while they write enormous trillion dollar slush funds to "help the people" that subsequently give about 5 percent to the people, and 95 percent straight into the coffers of the corrupted and subversives. Worse: To get anything through to the people, the people have to agree to put in place policy that will allow future elections to be stolen, freedoms to be permanently curtailed, and businesses that are competing with the "elite" to be wiped out.

They are cashing us out. **THEY WANT US GONE.** Every time anyone announces one of the (many) cures that have been discovered, they get blackballed, sidelined, BANNED, and now in at least some cases in the U.S. the cures are not being allowed AT ALL, even when they are based on totally proven and approved drugs that have been around longer than practically anyone has been alive. It could not be any more
obvious. They FULLY intend to destroy us with a virus so curable it might as well be a paper cutout hoax.

They fully intend to:

1. Wipe out all businesses they don't directly control

2. Condition people to accept tyranny in the name of being "safe".

3. PROFIT ENORMOUSLY, with trillions handed to them directly while they charge $10,000+ to "treat" their victims in the American medical system, when the know damn well enough chloroquine outside the US to save ANYONE costs less than 50 cents. It is an amazing, EPIC scam.

4. Install policies that will allow them to steal elections totally unchallenged and undetectably.

5. Slam down a police state on America, complete with a cashless society, total identification, and permission to travel even locally JUST LIKE SOVIET RUSSIA. In Soviet Russia you had to have permission to leave your city. With this virus, in many places in America you need permission to walk in your front yard. It is beyond soviet. And there's no reason for it, THE CURE IS KNOWN X20.

We can only hope a primary objective of this virus is not to set the stage for starving people off, or ensuring they are home, in quarantine, ready to be easily picked up and hauled away. But I would not hope too much, it really looks like, at this point, that may be an objective to all of this, and the Deagel report is as bleak as ever. Why?

Pelosi, with her obvious visceral hatred for white America, Hillary with her "deplorables" and many more examples, such as assaults on Americans in the MSM and ire and hatred for patriots so strong that being a patriot puts you on an FBI blacklist make it perfectly clear they'd gladly wipe America out at the very first chance. They'd gladly round everyone up and haul them off. There is a reason for all the immigrants, and it is in plain sight now. And this virus, with it's subsequent quarantines, can make it happen. They need it to work. They need it to be as deadly as possible. They need to have the cures blackballed or banned, and they are DOING EXACTLY THAT. Wake up people, their motives could not possibly be more obvious. The shit has hit the fan.
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